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Super mario world star world 2 secret exit

The new Super Mario Bros. U Deluxe gives Nintendo's latest 2D side broker (we don't count Super Mario Maker) a second chance at great success on the Switch. More new Super Mario Bros. U Deluxe Guides While the main showcase is New Super Mario Bros. U, the Switch port also includes the New Super Luigi U, a redesigned version of the game originally released as DLC,
which greatly raises the challenge. Just like his brother's adventures, Luigi's equals have a bounty of mysteries, including hidden exits and world omissions that have been fixtures in the Super Mario franchise for decades. Secret exits and world skips in New Super Luigi U There are 12 secret outings across eight worlds in New Super Luigi U. Some of them unlock hidden levels,
others allow you to skip entire chunks of the world or even entire worlds. Our guide will help you find all the secret exits to the New Super Luigi U, so you can get as much bang for your tank as possible with New Super Mario Bros. U Deluxe. World 1: Acorn Plains Curve Cave After swimming to the ledge on the right side of the cave holding the last star coin, you'll see a red plaque
directing you to pass through the descerated pipe to the right. Don't do it. Instead, land the pound sign to smash through the false floor. Follow the new signs in the warped pipe and the secret flag will be on the other side. Finding a secret exit will create a path to the new level of Acorn Plains, A Cheep Chomp Chase. Complete this level to access Soda Jungle (World 5). World 2:
The layer-cake desert walls have their eyes shortly after entering the level; you'll stumble upon three statues connected by skinny bridges. The right and left statues each have palm trees, and each gap between them has a question mark field. Plant a right statue on the platform and ground pound to uncover the secret area below. Leap in a warped pipe to fly skyward towards a
secret flag. This secret exit unlocks a hidden level in the Shar Cake desert, a slippery rope staircase. Complete this level to access jungle soda. World 3: Sparkling waters with haunted cargo hold instead of passing through the pipe at the end of the level as the arrow tells you, you want to jump into the water and swim through the gap between the steel fasteners. You will swim
right through the wall and into a hidden pipe. The secret exit is on the other side. A secret exit search unlocks a new level in carbonated waters called the Beanstalk Jungle. Completing the secret level creates a new path to Rock Candy Mines (world 6). World 4: Matte Glacier Peek-a-Boo Ghost House When you reach the first group of Boos circling the subpoena, gently jump
higher and the wall jumps into the gap above, then the wall jumps to the right. The hidden platform has a second star coin. Now run left and jump back to the ceiling to reach the hidden area with the door. Walk through the door and you'll be out of the creepy house and within sight of the secret exit flag. This secret exit paves the way for a hidden in a matte glacier called Fliprus
Fluuse. Complete the hidden level to create a path to rock candy mines. World 5: Soda Jungle Dancing Blocks, Poison Swamp This one is probably the most difficult thing to do. At the end of a long line of constantly dropping platforms from boxes, you'll see a lone question mark box at the bottom of the latest platform. You have to ground the pound that box to drop the rounded
question mark switch to unthroot the green vine to the right. Hit that switch to create a number of blocks under the vine. Run through blocks and jump into a green warp pipe to reach a secret exit. The secret exit creates a block path on the map to the Sumo Bro Bridge in Sodas, allowing you to skip the middle of the castle, a haunted house and a couple of other levels. Painted
piping With the finish line flag in sight, you'll see a large blue pipe swaying back and forth over you in long traffic. Go on this pipe and use it to enter the red pipe above to get to the secret exit. The secret exit creates a path to the Wigler floods of jungle soda. Deepsea Stone-Eyes Instead of lowering the pipe and into the watercolor from the start room, jump on the statue from the
right side of the room. He will begin to move in a moment, discovering a false wall. Run through the room and the secret flag will be at the end of it. The secret exit also creates a path to wiggler floodlands jungle soda. Favorite boo's Haunt When you reach the platform with the door instead of opening it and coming out of the level as usual, jump further to the right (the squirrel
costume helps) to reach the hidden platform holding a third star coin and door. There is also a magnificent portrait of Luigi on the wall. The door will lead you to a secret exit. A secret exit search unlocks a hidden level in the Soda jungle called para-beetil parade. Fill in this level to create a path to Merenge Clouds (world 7). World 6: Rock Candy Mines rising Piranha halfway
through the level, you'll see a large Piranha plant on a moving platform. Use a shell with Koopa Troopa in the previous area to kill it. Go to the area with three blocks question mark. The top unit has Acorn Mushroom. Grab it and then move on to the now vacant platform. Jump and press R to flutter on top of the ceiling over the question mark blocks. This hidden area leads you to a
secret exit. The secret exit creates a new rail loop holding a red switch that allows you to reach the back entrance of Roy's Ironclad Castle. Smashing-Stone Tower At the top of the tower, two large Grrols (rolling spike stuff) will crush through a flurry of blocks. Instead of going through one of the pipes to shoot toward the boss's door, the wall jumps through the other blocks left over
from the wreckage and then heads into a green pipe on the left side of the room. In the next room, jump over the blocks to grab a third star coin, then ground the pound into the plunging floor to find a hidden pipe. Pipe blows up Luigi in castle, and on the way to the secret exit flag. The secret exit gives you access to a new level at Rock Candy Mines called Spine Coaster
Stowaways. World 7: Meringue Clouds Disappear Ghost House When the moving platform is located evenly, leap down the right to fall onto a small platform holding the door. Head through the door to get to the secret exit. Alternatively, you can ride the platform to the end and drop to the left of the platform, which holds a typical exit door. The secret exit creates a rainbow path
straight to Ludwig's Block Press Castle. World 8: Peach Castle Magma Moat When you see an area with a long strip of blocks covering the ceiling, wait for fireballs to break the gaps between the blocks. Quickly jump on top of the blocks and jump to the right to head through a false wall and into a warped pipe that takes you to the secret exit. A secret exit unlocks a hidden level at
Peach Castle called Firefall Rising. Recommendations from editors New Super Mario Bros. U Deluxe is about to see a new update to nintendo's port version of switch games. Even though the current addition includes both Mario You and Luigi U, the latest release will also include a new story and a world to explore with Bowser's Fury. While the new addition is extremely exciting,
getting back into Super Mario Bros. U Deluxe can be a little tricky. The game holds a lot of secrets. There are hidden exits and the world misses that you can easily miss. Fortunately, we can guide you to the right areas to find some of the game's best-kept secrets. Further reading In each of the eight worlds, there is at least one level with a secret exit to be found. Once you find it,
you'll pull down the red flag instead and start unlocking secret levels or skip levels altogether. Some of these secret exits also build bridges to different worlds, effectively allowing players to miss significant chunks of the game. Secret exits and the world misses out in The New Super Mario Bros. U While we recommend playing every level in the new Super Mario Bros. U Deluxe (it's
phenomenal), finding and using secret exits provides a little extra fun, too. Also, to actually play in every level, you have to find secret exits. In this guide, we'll tell you (and show) how to find all 12 secret outlets in New Super Mario Bros. U. World 1: Acorn Plains Tilted Tunnel Past the checkpoint flag and near the end of tilted Tunnel, you'll jump on a large boon that will shift
upwards. The red ring will be over you. Above that there will be a secret area that allows you to run through the top of the level. Keep running until you get a little ramp, jump again and you find yourself on an even higher ledge. Run until you drop down to the green pipe, and head for the red flag on the other side. First secret outing in New Super Mario Bros. U paves way for secret
level called A Blooper's Secret Complete this level and the path to the soda jungle, World 5 (!), opens. World 2: Layer Desert Cake Spike Spike Sands right before exit, you'll run past the tall green pipe (the last star coin right underneath) and the final red arrow. Drop down from the red pillar of the arrow and run into a false wall. A warped pipe shoots you into the air to a secret exit
flag. The map will open a new level in the Shale Cake desert, Piranha plants on ice. Complete this level to open the path to the soda jungle again. World 3: Sparkling waters haunted by a shipwreck When you get into a room with all the false walls, look for a sign pointing right at the top of the ledge. Get on top of this platform, turn back, jump down, and jump fast again. You need
wall jumping twice to reach the secret area with hidden doors. Watching the video for this one really helps. Reaching a secret exit unlocks a new level in carbonated waters called Skyward Stems. Complete the hidden level to get a new path to World 6, Rock Candy Mines. World 4: Matte Glacier Seduiling Ghost House This one is tricky. In the final room of the house, you have to
hit the P block, jump on temporary blocks, and scale to the top. The regular entrance is surrounded by a giant Bu and swirling groups of smaller ones. To reach the secret exit, however, you must go to the very top to uncover the suspended ceiling and secret doors. To do this, you may need power like a squirrel costume (or just crazy jumping skills). The secret doors lead to
another exit with a red flag (and the final star coin). The secret exit unlocks a new level in a frosty glacier called Lake Fliprus. Complete the secret level and you will open the way to World 6, Rock Candy Mines. World 5: Soda Jungle Bridge Over Poisoned Waters You almost definitely need a squirrel costume for this. After crossing two shear bridge blocks, you will see a lone block
under the ledge. Snub the nearby Koopa Troopa, grab its shell, and zip it in there to reveal a vine that stretches toward the sky. Climb it and then jump up the ledges on the left. From the top ledge, slide across the sky to the right to get to the flag. Using a secret exit allows you to move to a new level in soda jungle, Seesaw Bridge. What a maze path Go through the door on the
second platform to the left when you enter the ghost house. This will take you to the place to drive by elevator. Instead of going through the visible door when you reach the top, keep driving and hang on the left side. A suspended ceiling with a walkway to the secret door will be revealed. Walk through the door and proceed to the finish line as usual, dropping down to the bottom
door. The secret exit paves the way for a new level in jungle sodas, flying para-beetles. Fill in this level to open the way to World 7, Meringue Clouds. Painted swampy Right past the red ring is a series of smotty pipes to navigate. At the end, there's a jutted-out edge with Boo guarding him. Jump down and run into a false wall to depot pipe. Run through a small cave and up a
curved pipe on the right side of the side next to the secret exit check box. The secret exit opens the way to a new level in the Soda Jungle, Wiggler Stampede. Deepsea Ruins, rather than entering the pipe at the top of your final swim up to safety, swim all the way to the right. Another large pillar will go down, revealing a third star coin and a satellite pipe that leads to a secret flag.
The secret exit paves the way for Wiggler Stampede. World 6: Rock Candy Mines Grinder-stone tower To do this you need to be miniature (through a mini mushroom, as shown in the video). Once you reach the top of the tower after scaling the green pipes, you'll see a tiny green pipe on the right. Head through it to skip the boss battle, scale the next room (don't forget the star coin
on the left!), and head through the pipe to the secret flag. The secret exit gives you access to rock candy mines' new level, Exciting Spine Coaster. Walking Piranha plants Right past the three moving platforms from the Piranha plant, there is a high ledge. On the other hand is a slightly carpenting wall at the bottom. It's a false wall that leads to a warped pipe and a secret exit. The
secret exit opens the shortcut to the second entry into Roy's Conveyor Belt World 7: Meringue Clouds Spinning Spirit House Drop to the middle level, descending the stairs to the right of where you start. Take the spring and carry it right to the left, lowering it next to the wall in the next room, next to the green door. Use a spring to return to the top level and drop down to secret
hidden doors on a medium level. Avoid ghosts in the next room. Once outside, sprint to the secret flag. You will now have an alternative, secret entrance to the Ludwig Clock Tower. World 8: Peach Castle Meteor Moat You will need to grab block P to expose hidden bricks to reach the overhanging pipe. Block P is on the edge of the platform, but don't worry. The brick will appear
just in time to catch you when you smash the block. Go into the pipe to get to the exit. This will reveal a new level in Peach Castle, Fire Rocks. Editors' recommendations
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